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The Second Tuesday Book Discussion Group meets at the Port Angeles Main Library of the 

North Olympic Library System (NOLS) every second Tuesday of the month at 11am. On 

Tuesday, March 12, the group will discuss It’s All Relative by A.J. Jacobs. 

 

An epic, hilarious, and heartfelt adventure into the idea of family – where it begins and how far 

it goes – and what it has to tell us about our biology and our genetics, our tribes and our 

traditions, and our history and future. A.J. Jacobs has received some strange emails over the 

years, but this note was perhaps the strangest: “You don’t know me, but my wife is your eighth 

cousin. And we have over 80,000 relatives of yours in our database.” Who are these people, 

A.J. wondered, and how do I find them? So began Jacobs’s three-year adventure along the 

branches of the world’s family tree. Spanning both the globe and the genome, Jacobs’s quest 

joyously upends what we think about when we think about family. 

 

Copies of this title are available in various formats including regular print, large print, audiobook 

on CD, and downloadable eBook, which may be requested online by visiting the library catalog 

at www.nols.org.  A limited number of copies of each book discussion selection are available at 

the Library the month prior to each meeting 

 

To participate, simply read the book and attend the discussion; no reservations are needed, and 

drop-ins are always welcome. To view a complete list of 2019 Book Group selections, visit 



www.nols.org/book-discussion-groups. This program is generously supported by the Port 

Angeles Friends of the Library.   

 

The Port Angeles Main Library is located at 2210 South Peabody Street in Port Angeles. For 

more information about book discussion groups at your library, visit www.nols.org, call 

360.417.8500, or email discover@nols.org. 

 

 
“It’s All Relative” by A.J. Jacobs will be discussed on Tuesday, March 12 at 11am, at the Port Angeles 

Main Library. 
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